
Zebra Workforce Connect Features

• Run stores more effectively so your staff can be fully 
briefed in the right place, at the right time to help 
customers 

• Reduce travel time by connecting your workforce 
to the location and availability of inventory anytime, 
anywhere

• Improve loss prevention by enabling workers to 
inform security staff discretely and quickly

• Empower staff and boost morale by unifying and 
connecting colleagues across multiple stores

• Deepen staff product knowledge and enable 
collaboration that allows faster answers to in-store 
customer queries

• Avoid customer walkaways by empowering 
associates with the ability to find products in store or 
across multiple stores on the spot

Rule the Retail 
Environment
with the Power of One

All-in-one Features:
• Check pricing

• Look up product features

• Access store and loyalty program discounts

• Process payments with software applications 

• Communicate with staff instantly 

• Utilize push-to-talk communication

• Control user profiles and access rights

Basic and advanced features:
• Give workers even more power to execute their jobs

• Raise productivity levels 

Voice Client:
• Devices supported: Zebra mobile computers

• Works over: Wi-Fi

PTT Pro: 
•  Devices supported: Zebra mobile computers, BYOD (bring your own 

device) Android™, Apple® iOS and Windows® desktop computers

•  Works over: Wi-Fi and cellular

Optimize Productivity

Store Associates

• Pain point: Finding available product experts 
for customer questions – across stores.

• Use case: Use Voice and PTT Pro to find 
product help via specialist groups – across 
stores – getting answers to customers quickly.

Zebra Workforce Connect™ places all your devices and workers under one communication umbrella, 
allowing unparalled cross-communication from worker to worker, worker to group, or store to store. 
Your result? Never leave a customer waiting again. By placing highly flexible technology and powerful product 
knowledge in the hands of each worker, you empower them to locate inventory, ring up customers and answer 
questions on the spot. Instantly - every time.

Communicate:
• Worker-to-worker

• Worker-to-group

• Specific workers  
in a group

PTT Pro works over Wi-Fi and Cellular 
Voice works over Wi-Fi

Turn Your Zebra or 
Personal Smart Device 
into a Push-to-talk 
Communication Tool

One Device 
for All Tasks:

Log in and load up the right experience needed 
for each worker’s role. Connect them to specific 
users and groups, applications, and device features 
remotely at the touch of a button. Plus, easily manage 
and oversee your entire device fleet from anywhere.

Benefits
• Control access

• Dynamically upload user profiles

• Easily deploy and locate devices

Profile Manager:

Turn your Zebra mobile devices into powerful, fully-
featured deskphones with Zebra Workforce Connect 
Voice powered by Zebra Savanna. Eliminate the 
need for desk-dependency and have your phone calls 
routed from the PBX to more easily communicate with 
co-workers, managers and customers. 

Benefits
• Eliminate the need for deskphones 

• Speed up team response

• Improve workflow

• Increase mobile flexibility

Voice Client:

Enable smarter decisions and higher efficiency by 
integrating secure push-to-talk voice and messaging 
on every mobile device. With PTT Pro, sending a single 
message to the field or taking over a conversation 
is easier than ever. Additionally, knowing where 
everybody is at all times is guaranteed with location 
services that track users, devices, and history.

Benefits
• Eliminate boundaries 

• Deliver messages consistently & securely

• Connect with teams anywhere

Push-to-talk (PTT) Pro:

Outdoor Location Services
Fixed and Historical

• Spot your team on a map

• Plan your next move

• Determine where workers have 
been for greater efficiency — or 
where they are during non-
responses

Build a Smarter Operation Elevate the Customer 
Experience

Store Managers

• Pain point: Collaborating and communicating 
tasks to store associates (for example re-
stocking shelves) throughout the day in a 
constantly changing environment.

• Use Case: Use Profile Manager and PTT Pro to 
oversee and directly communicate with dynamic 
users and groups to enable more efficient workflows.

IT Departments

• Pain point: Challenges managing multiple, 
voice-specific devices with costly overheads. 
Wasted time and money switching between 
multiple devices. 

• Use Case: Use Profile Manager to leverage 
one device for multi-user access.

Loss Prevention Teams

• Pain point: Lack of secure and discrete 
collaboration between loss prevention teams 
and store associates.

• Use case: Use PTT Pro Text Messaging to 
securely and discretely communicate between 
all relevant members of a store.

Imagine Every 
Worker Connected 
to Their: 

Communication Customers

Data Capture Teammates

Workflows Supervisors



How Much is Employee 
Disconnect Costing You?

• Communication boundaries

• Utility-style device belt

• Disconnected workflows

• Frustrated customers

• Separate radio users

• Faulty connections

• Difficulty locating inventory

Sources of Lost Profit

• Increased theft & loss
• Poorly utilized associates
• Long customer lines
• Lack of inventory visibility
• Negative brand perceptions
• Costly store-to-store calls
• Numerous product specialists
• Lack of employee oversight

56% of Associates agree
shoppers are better connected.

51% of Shoppers feel they are 
better connected than in-store 
associates.

62% of Shoppers’ are satisfied with 
the level of information or help 
sales associates provide

55%
of shoppers said associates equipped with 
the latest technology provide a better in-store 
shopping experience.

83%
of decision makers and 74% of associates 
say tech-equipped sales associates would 
improve customer service.

*Results from Zebra 2018 Shopper Survey

48%
said the customer experience is their 
primary reason for the investments, 
followed by operating cost reduction 
(41%), inventory management (36%) and 
revenue generation (34%).

59%
of decision makers’ companies are 
planning to increase their investments in 
both barcode scanner-equipped handheld 
mobile computers and rugged tablets by 
nearly 10% over the next three years.
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Reconnect Your 
Retail Store with 
Zebra WorkForce 
Connect

71%

Scan barcodes

66%

Check prices for
customers

60%

Check item availability
for customers

64%

Save the
customer time

54%

Improve the customer
shopping experience

66%

Help answer a
customer question

Associates’
work-related uses of 

company issued devices

Associates report 
positive impacts on 
customers with
mobile device use

No matter the noise, distractions, or cellular signal – 
your team requires efficient communication to execute their roles and effectively serve customers. But what happens 
when they’re forced to constantly switch between multiple devices during the workday? One to communicate, one 
to look up products, and another to collect data? More often than not, these switches and interruptions lead to 
unnecessary delays, broken contact, frustrated customers - and ultimately lost profits for your business.

There’s now a better, smarter, 
faster way for your employees 
to communicate, and your 
customers to get top-quality 
service - introducing
Zebra Workforce Connect

A Zebra Signature Service, unites voice 
capabilities with mobility technologies to 
expand connectivity and improve operational 
efficiencies across your enterprise. 

• Solve connectivity challenges

• Implement customized voice solutions

• Improve efficiencies with integrated voice

Voice Enablement

Statistical information gathered from Zebra’s 2019 Shopper Vision Study


